Introduction
The function of the primary auditory, somatosensory and visual cortices is traditionally assumed to be modality-specific stimulus analysis, based in part on their having tonotopic, somatotopic and retinotopic "maps", respectively. However a broader conceptualization appears necessary because they also exhibit multimodal characteristics (Pascual-Leone & Hamilton, 2001 ) and cognitive functions (Rauschecker, 1999) . Most extensively studied in primary auditory cortex (A1), the latter include selective attention, concept formation, expectancy, learning and memory, motor planning and goal-directed behaviors (e.g., Gonzalez-Lima & Scheich, 1986; Wetzel et al., 1998; Villa et al., 1999; Fritz et al., 2003 Fritz et al., , 2007 Ghose & Bearl, 2010; Jaramillo & Zador, 2011) .
Indeed, findings have led to alternative conceptualizations of A1 as a "semantic processor" and "auditory problem-solver" (Weinberger, 2011) . Both formulations have in common the idea that A1 does not simply analyze the physical parameters of sound, but also is deeply involved in the interpretation of its meaning.
Associative re-tuning of frequency representations is a major feature of learning-related plasticity in A1 throughout a lifetime. The best response of many cells shifts toward the frequency of an acoustic signal tone as that signal gains behavioral significance (Bakin & Weinberger, 1990; Edeline et al., 1993; Gao & Suga, 2000; Kisley & Gerstein, 2001; Carpenter-Hyland et al., 2010) . Such frequency-tuning shifts have been linked to aspects of memory storage because they are associative, highly specific, consolidate (strengthen over time), may last indefinitely, develop in various tasks of both positive and negative valence and occur across species (reviewed in Weinberger, 2007) . Determination of tonotopic maps after training reveals cortical reorganization that gains representational area for a signal tone both in animals (Recanzone et al., 1993; Rutkowski & Weinberger, 2005; Polley et al., 2006; Zhou & Merzenich, 2007; Hui et al., 2009; Bieszczad & Weinberger, 2010b , 2010c Takahashi et al., 2010; Zhou et al., 2010) and humans (Molchan et al., 1994; Morris et al., 1998; Menning et al., 2000) .
Nonetheless, actual function(s) of learning-induced tuning shifts and expansion of specific cortical representations are largely unknown. They may encode level of behavioral importance because the greater the importance, the greater the cortical expansion (Rutkowski & Weinberger, 2005) . However, explication of "importance" is needed because stimuli can become significant for many reasons. For example, stimuli may gain salience when they predict reinforcement (i.e., any reward or any punishment). Otherwise, they could gain behavioral significance if they predict a relevant change in the environment, regardless of whether it is reinforcement or the withdrawal of expected reinforcement. These alternatives to explicate stimulus-significance can be tested by the use of experimental extinction (withdrawal of reinforcement) following acquisition of the tone-cued reward of an instrumental response. If expanded representation serves to predict reinforcement, then it should be reversed by extinction. However, if it is a sign of any relevant change in auditory predictions of the state of affairs, then extinction should not eliminate cortical expansion because the absence of expected reward following response to an acoustic signal is itself a behaviorally significant event.
Training apparatus and stimuli
The training apparatus was the same as that used previously (Bieszczad & Weinberger, 2010b) . Briefly, training was conducted in a sound-attenuated instrumental conditioning chamber (H10-11R, Coulbourn Instruments, Whitehall, PA) fitted on one wall with a bar manipulandum, a water cup attached to a lever (H14-05R, Coulbourn) that could deliver 0.02 ml of water to an opening 9 cm to the left of the bar (H21-03R, Coulbourn), a speaker (H12-01R, Coulbourn) 13 cm above this opening, and an overhead house light (H11-01R, Coulbourn). The chamber was enclosed in a sound-attenuating chamber (H10-24A Coulbourn).
All tone stimuli were generated using a Tucker-Davis Technologies (TDT, Alachua, FL) System 3 (RP2.1 Enhanced Real-Time Processor) and RPvdsEx software. Tones were always 10 s in duration (70 dB SPL) and cosine-squared gated with rise/fall time [10-90%] of 10 ms. Tone levels for all frequencies used in training were calibrated for three locations in the training chamber at animal head height and set to average 70 (±2) dB SPL
Experimental approach
The experiment consisted of three behavioral phases: (1) acquisition of a tone-cued barpressing task to obtain water reward over a period of up to 17 days; (2) extinction of acquisition by omission of rewards in the same tone-cued bar-pressing task for 3 days; and (3) a spontaneous recovery test 48 h after the end of extinction (Fig. 1) .
However, determination of the effects of extinction on the expanded representation of a signal frequency in A1 entails unique problems. For example, to determine the extent of acquisition-induced change in representational area, ideally, one would obtain frequency maps before and after acquisition, and to determine the extinction-induced change, a third time after extinction.
Unfortunately, complete and fine-grain tonotopic maps can be obtained only once in a subject. This limitation is due to the fact that only comprehensive maps of the primary auditory cortex are acceptable for determining learning-induced changes in cortical representational area. These require a very large number (e.g., 60-80) of microelectrode penetrations of the cortex (e.g., Rose & Woolsey, 1949; Downman et al., 1960; Merzenich et al., 1975; Knight, 1977; Reale & Imig, 1980; Sally & Kelly, 1988; Thomas et al., 1993; Harrison et al., 1996; Stiebler et al., 1997; Heil & Irvine, 1998; Linden et al., 2003; Polley et al., 2007; Hui et al., 2009; Hackett et al., 2011) , which might interfere with subsequent normal cortical function. Nonetheless, to investigate the effect of extinction on cortical area of frequency representation in A1 requires two elements: (a) determination of area changes after acquisition and (b) after extinction. A typical approach to the former is the use of betweengroups designs in which maps obtained in the trained group after acquisition are compared to a suitable untrained control group. Indeed, this approach has revealed signal-specific expanded representations in A1, starting with Recanzone et al. (1993) , in which maps in trained primates were compared to those from naïve controls.
The second is a more difficult problem, because determination of the effects of extinction requires that post-extinction maps be compared to pre-extinction (i.e., post-acquisition) maps. However, one cannot obtain the latter directly from the same animals because of the constraint of being able to obtain the map only once per subject. A solution to this problem could be provided if one could obtain a measure of the amount of tonotopic area gain in the post-acquisition/pre-extinction map without the need for the direct electrophysiological mapping of A1. This could be attained if a quantitative relationship between acquisition performance and the amount of A1 area-gain were known. Such a correlation could be applied to make it possible to use the acquisition performance of the current subjects to interpolate an estimate of the amount of area expansion post-acquisition. These interpolated values could later be compared with the A1 area of representation directly obtained by electrophysiological measurement following extinction training in the same subject to determine area changes after extinction. Fortunately, this type of behavior-brain relationship has been established from previous research for the task used in the current study. It is EQ. 1 where y is the percent of A1 area representing the signal frequency, and x is the TOTE Learning Index (TLI) [see below, TOTE Learning Index (TLI)] (Fig. 2) .
The TLI quantifies the extent to which rats use a "tone-onset-to-error" (TOTE) learning strategy to solve the problem: animals start to bar-press at tone onset and continue responding, ignoring tone-offset, until they receive an error signal/time-out for a bar-press during the silent inter-trial interval (ITI). The basis for the critical role of TOTE in the formation of specific representational gain in A1 is not yet known. It may reflect the fact that the TOTE strategy emphasizes tone onsets while ignoring tone offsets, and cells in A1 are particularly sensitive to onset transients (Heil, 1997a (Heil, , 1997b Phillips et al., 2002 ; see also Wang et al., 2005; Hoshino, 2007) . In any event, the relationship does provide the basis for estimating the amount of area gain during acquisition given the level of TOTE behavioral performance. Therefore, the estimated area gain of the signal frequency in the current subjects could be determined by interpolation from this function, using the TLI for each subject's behavior (x) to calculate the presumptive individual amounts of signalspecific A1 area (y) after the acquisition of this particular tone-cued instrumental task.
Behavioral Training and Testing
Acquisition-The experimental protocol is illustrated in Fig. 1 . Acquisition training was identical to that used previously to induce signal-specific expansion (Experiment 1, Fig. 7 in Bieszczad & Weinberger, 2010b) . Prior to any training, animals were shaped to bar-press for water reward on a free operant schedule (1:1 reward ratio) for 5 days. Next, they were trained to bar-press in the presence of a 5.0 kHz tone (10 s, 70 dB SPL) for water reward in four sessions using a short inter-trial interval (ITI, mean = 8 s; range = 4-12 s). The ITI was increased to a mean of 15 s (range = 5-25 s) for all sessions thereafter. Sessions were 45 min long, which did not permit subjects to become satiated and thus reduce responding (Fig. 1 , "Acquisition").
Prior studies have revealed that the development of specific representational plasticity in A1 depends upon the use of a learning strategy based on attending to tone onset and ignoring tone offset called "tone-onset-to-error" or TOTE (Berlau & Weinberger, 2008; Bieszczad & Weinberger, 2010a; 2010b) . Use of the TOTE learning strategy was promoted by continuing the rewarded period beyond the tone's offset. That is, the first bar-press to occur within a "Free Period" that could last up to 7 s after tone-offset was also rewarded. This additional rewarded bar-press occurred provided that an animal had bar-pressed to receive at least one reward during the preceding tone. Then, the first bar-press following the maximum 17 s reward period (10 s tone + ≤ 7 s Free Period) was punished by a flashing light and a timeout period. Time-out periods increased the time until the next trial by 3 s during the first four days of training or by 7 s for all subsequent training sessions. Bar-presses after the first timeout period during the remaining inter-trial periods, were punished 50% of the time (randomly programmed).
Successful performance was calculated as the proportion of rewarded bar-presses (BP) made during the tone, relative to the sum of all bar-presses during the tone and during inter-trial intervals. Rewarded bar-presses during the Free Periods were not included in the calculation of performance: EQ. 2 Subjects were trained to asymptote, defined as a coefficient of variation (CV = standard deviation/mean) in performance across 3 consecutive days of ≤ 0.10.
Extinction-The purpose of extinction training was to determine if expanded representation of a signal frequency was behaviorally important, either because it predicted reinforcement or because it predicted any relevant change in acoustic signaling, e.g., the absence of expected reward. If expanded representation encodes reinforcement prediction, then it should be reversed by extinction. But if it encodes any relevant change in the meaning of a sound, then extinction should not eliminate cortical expansions because the withdrawal of expected reward is a significant event, viz., the training tone would take on a new meaning of a changed outcome and thus remain behaviorally significant.
However, to interpret plasticity in A1 frequency maps obtained after extinction, it is necessary to know if subjects actually behaviorally extinguished responses to the signal tone. If behavioral extinction were never achieved, then the effect on A1 tonotopy would not be determinable; as a result, the two alternative hypotheses would not have been tested. Additionally, behavioral extinction needed to be evaluated for its specificity to the signal frequency, because behavioral extinction might actually simply reflect an equal loss of response to all frequencies (i.e., behavioral extinction to tones in general). Without signalspecific extinction, the absence of an effect on signal-specific A1 representation would likewise fail conclusive interpretation. Therefore, extinction training included unreinforced presentation of additional generalization-test frequencies as well as the signal frequency, to address both points by determining (1) the degree and (2) the specificity of behavioral extinction.
Extinction training began the day after a subject reached asymptote of acquisition. To insure that performance was still at a high level before the start of extinction, the first session began with 10 standard trials on which reward was given for bar-presses during the signal tone ( Fig. 1, " TOTE Test"). This was followed without break by pseudo-random ordered presentations of the signal tone (5.0 kHz) and four generalization test tones (1.2, 2.4, 10.3 and 21.2 kHz). Test tone frequencies were spectrally distant from the signal tone and their neighbors and were separated by more than an octave (i.e., by 1,300 cents) to avoid octave generalization. Each of the five tones (i.e., four generalization test tones and the signal tone) was presented without reinforcement 20 times for a total of 100 pseudo-randomly intermixed trials in an extinction session. Two additional identical extinction sessions also of 100 trials each were presented on the following days to promote behavioral extinction ( Fig.  1 , "Extinction").
Extinction is not erasure of memory, but rather inhibitory learning that opposes prior excitatory learning (Pavlov, 1927; Konorski, 1948) . Therefore, a reduction in bar-presses during a tone is an indication of (1) the degree to which inhibitory learning successfully opposes prior excitatory learning, i.e., that the prediction of reinforcement is weakened. An index of the strength of extinction has at its foundation the number of bar-presses to the unrewarded signal: the fewer the responses, the stronger the extinction. However, this alone cannot quantify signal-specific extinction because subjects might also behave the same way to generalization test tones. That is, animals that respond in equal numbers to the signal and generalization test tones do not have behavioral specificity for the signal-frequency. Therefore, to provide a valid estimate of (2) the frequency specificity of signal extinction, it was necessary to determine the extent to which bar-presses to the signal tone (Signal BPs) differed from a flat (equal) distribution of the bar-presses to all five tones (Total BPs divided by 5). Thus all bar-presses to both the signal and generalization test tones were taken into account to determine: Spontaneous recovery and final strength of behavioral extinction-Extinction can be followed by spontaneous recovery (Pavlov, 1927) . Therefore, quantification of the final strength of extinction must, in addition to degree and specificity, account for the amount of spontaneous recovery. It is possible that there be partial recovery of response to the signal, no recovery, or more pronounced extinction. Animals were tested for spontaneous recovery after a 2-day delay following the last (3 rd ) extinction session. The protocol was identical to extinction sessions, i.e., signal and generalization test tones without rewards ( Fig. 1, " Spontaneous Recovery"). The degree and specificity of spontaneous recovery was determined by the SSRE-index as it was for extinction.
The "Final Strength of Extinction" was determined by the magnitude of response decrement during extinction adjusted by the magnitude of spontaneous recovery. The magnitude of response decrement during extinction training was calculated as the difference in SSRE between the 1 st and 3 rd extinction sessions (i.e., Ext Day 3 -Ext Day 1), because these sessions provided the first and last sessions of extinction training data. The magnitude of spontaneous recovery was calculated to be the value of SSRE on the 3 rd extinction session subtracted from the SSRE value for the spontaneous recovery session, because any spontaneous recovery occurs from a baseline of the behavioral response during the immediately preceding session, i.e., Extinction Day 3. Thus: EQ.
Acoustic stimulation and electrophysiological recording
A1 was mapped in a terminal session 24-48 h after the test for spontaneous recovery. An additional group of untrained naïve animals (n = 9) had been mapped as a comparison group. Both the mapping methods and the results for the naïve group are standard, identical to the current experimental group, and were reported previously (Bieszczad & Weinberger, 2010a; 2010b) . Briefly, rats were anesthetized with sodium pentobarbital to minimize pain and discomfort (50 mg/kg, i.p.). After a craniotomy and removal of dura mater over the temporal cortex, photographs of the cortical surface were taken to record the position of each microelectrode recording site. Thereafter, calibrated acoustic stimuli were delivered to the contralateral ear with the speaker placed 2-3 cm from the ear canal. The stimuli consisted of broadband noise (bandwidth = 1 kHz-50 kHz, 0-80 dB SPL in 10 dB increments, 20 repetitions) and pure tone bursts (50 ms, cosine-squared gate with rise/fall time [10-90%] of 7 ms, 0.5-54.0 kHz in quarter-octave steps, 0-80 dB SPL in 10 dB increments). Stimuli were presented once every 700 ms with noise-or frequency-level combinations pseudo-randomized by TDT System 3 software. Frequency response areas (FRA) were obtained at each cortical recording site using 10 repetitions of the frequency/ level-stimulus set (252 stimuli in total).
All maps were determined identically by extracellular recordings of multi-unit clusters made with a linear array of 4 parylene-coated microelectrodes (0.2-2.0 MΩ, FHC, Bowdoin, ME) that were lowered to layers III-IV, perpendicular to the surface of the cortex (400-600 μm deep) via a stepping microdrive (Burleigh Inchworm). The density of recordings across A1 was kept constant in all animals (250-500 μm apart while avoiding blood vessels). Sampling was in all areas of the exposed cortex that reliably elicited acoustic tone-driven neural responses until the physiologically-defined borders of A1 were reached (see below).
Neural activity was amplified (1000×), band-pass filtered (0.3-3.0 kHz, TDT RA16 Medusa Base Station) and monitored on a computer screen and audio-monitor system (Grass AM8). Only discharges having > 2:1 ratio were included in analyses. Responses to noise bursts were recorded before tone-stimuli were presented. The neural responses to noise were later compared with responses to tones at each site as evidence for the borders of A1. Standard physiological criteria used to determine the borders and total size of A1 were to include those sites with lower response thresholds for tones compared to noise and having a caudalto-rostral, low-to-high frequency tonotopic organization (e.g., Rutkowski et al., 2003; Polley et al., 2007) . Complete mapping of A1 generally required 60-80 penetrations over a period of 8-12 h ( Fig. 1 , "Electrophysiology").
Determination of representational frequency area
Frequency response areas (FRAs, noted above) were constructed offline for evoked spiketiming data using custom Matlab R2009a software. Tone-evoked discharges during a response time window that would capture A1 onset responses (6-40 ms after tone onset) were determined for each stimulus presentation. The evoked spike rate was defined as a response in the onset time window that was greater than 2 × s.e.m. above the mean spontaneous rate determined from a 50 ms period immediately preceding the presentation of a tone.
The characteristic frequency (CF) of a responsive site was defined as the stimulus frequency having the lowest threshold (CF threshold) for an evoked response (i.e., highest neural sensitivity). CFs were determined from FRAs constructed for each recording site. All recording sites were identified according to their Cartesian coordinates across the surface of the cortex. Each coordinate point (i.e., that references each recording site) was labeled with the determined CF and entered into a Voronoi tessellation algorithm (in Matlab R2009a) to construct areal polygons around each point. The sizes of polygons were summed within CF half-octaves (1.1-1.5, 1.6-2.0, 2.1-3.0, 3.1-4.0, 4.1-6.0 (tone signal-bin), 6.1-8.0, 8.1-12.0, 12.1-16.0, 16.1-24.0 and 24.0-32.0 kHz) to represent the areal distribution of frequency. To account for natural variability in the absolute size and orientation of topographic maps (Merzenich et al., 1975 (Merzenich et al., , 1987 , all half-octave map areas were expressed in relative terms as percentages with respect to the total area (100%) of A1. The amounts of A1 area occupied by each half-octave band within individual animals were then averaged (± s.e.m.) to determine the distribution of areal representation of frequency in A1 for the group.
Estimation of area gained after acquisition training
As this study had to obtain electrophysiological cortical maps after extinction training, the limitation of being able to obtain only one map within a subject required an estimate of the area of gain after acquisition training. This was obtained using a quantitative relationship between behavior and signal-specific area of representation in A1 from a previous study (Bieszczad & Weinberger, 2010b) . Specifically, area varies with the degree to which subjects use a particular learning strategy to perform the task (Fig. 2 ). The incidence of this "tone-onset-to-error" (TOTE) learning strategy is significantly positively and linearly correlated with the amount of signal-specific representational area gain in A1 for the frequency of the tone (5.0 kHz ± 0.25 octaves) after acquisition.
The previously established brain-behavior correlation is computed with a "TOTE Learning Index" (TLI) and described by the relationship in (EQ. 1), where y is the percent of A1 area representing the signal frequency of 5.0 kHz (± 0.25 octaves), and x is the TOTE Learning Index, i.e., TLI (from Bieszczad & Weinberger, 2010b) (Fig. 2) . That the y-intercept of this function is at the level of the naïve area of signal-representation also suggests its validity to predict gains in area, i.e., as enlarged from the naïve state, induced by learning. The estimated area gain of the signal frequency in the current subjects could be determined by interpolation from this function, using the TLI per each subject's behavior (x) to calculate the presumptive individual gains in signal-specific area (y) accrued after the acquisition of this particular tone-cued appetitive instrumental task. Each subject's estimated area was later used as the "baseline" or "pre"-extinction condition to determine the change in A1 representation induced by subsequent extinction, i.e., revealed by comparing this to the "post"-extinction condition determined electrophysiologically. There was no significant difference in the total size of A1 between groups of animals that had learned to bar-press to tones for rewards before extinction (prior study without extinction training: 5.58 mm 2 ± 1.62; Bieszczad & Weinberger, 2010b) and after extinction (current group with extinction training: 6.26 mm 2 ± 1.35; t 16 = 0.97, p > 0.05). Therefore, any change in the relative area of signal-representation after extinction is likely due to the reorganization of frequency representation within A1 and not an absolute enlargement or shrinkage of the size of A1. Thus, the difference between the estimated area gain after association between signal and reward and the area determined neurophysiologically after extinction revealed representational plasticity induced by extinction-learning. This analysis identified the magnitude of extinction-induced reversal of the acquisition-induced area gain.
TOTE Learning Index (TLI)
The incidence of TOTE has been reliably quantified by computing a stringent TOTElearning index (TLI) from the pattern of responses during a single test session administered after acquisition (Fig. 2) . Tone trials in the TOTE test session included rewards only for those bar-presses that were made during the 10 s tone, and delivered errors for all barpresses made during silences between tone presentations (Fig. 1, " TOTE Test"). That is, trials did not include "Free" periods. TLI test trials were such so they could distinguish a true TOTE pattern of behavior, i.e., instrumental responses that begin at tone onset and continue only until a response generates an error signal during the inter-trial period, from patterns of behavior that would reflect alternative strategies. Alternative strategies would be evident as patterns in which animals might begin responding at tone-onset but stop before a response during silence would elicit the error signal. This indicates a learning strategy that uses the tone's offset to cue the end of the reward period and to stop responding, or one in which animals effectively "count" the expected maximum number of rewards per tone-trial. Thus for each animal, the incidence of TOTE in the pattern of responding to tones for rewards was calculated by TLI identically as in a previous report (Bieszczad & Weinberger, 2010b) . TLI is defined as the number of trials on which subjects bar-pressed during the tone and stopped after a single bar-press within 5 s of the tone's offset resulted in an error signal. A 5 s window beginning at tone offset was used in this assessment of TOTE strategy because the typical latency to bar-press after tone offset was < 5 s throughout training (i.e., shorter than the duration of the Free Period) (Bieszczad & Weinberger, 2010b) . It is calculated as: TLI = # trials with TOTE behavioral pattern/10 test trials. Values range from 0.0 to 1.0, with 1.0 being the strongest use of the "tone-onset-to-error" strategy.
Statistics
All performance parameters were analyzed using repeated measures ANOVA (α = 0.05) for analyses across training sessions with post hoc Holm-Sidak tests. Correlations were computed using Pearson's r statistic. These analyses and all descriptive statistics were executed using Matlab R2010a statistical packages.
Results

Behavioral acquisition and gains of signal-specific representation in A1
Rats learned to bar-press to the 5.0 kHz tone to obtain water reward ( Fig. 1 "Acquisition") . Group performance increased to an asymptotic level of 56.9 ± 3.2% (F 16,160 = 39.25, p < 0.01) achieved in 15.6 ± 1.2 days (Fig. 3A) . This asymptotic level is consistent with the marked difficulty of the task, caused by the ambiguity of errors, as only 50% of ITI errors received an error-signaled time-out period.
Estimates of cortical area gain were obtained by interpolation from a previously established correlate with behavior. The rationale for this approach was based on the facts that (a) the animals were trained in the exact same protocol in which this relationship had been discovered (Bieszczad & Weinberger, 2010b) , and (b) the acquisition functions of these groups were virtually identical (F 16,256 = 1.60, p > 0.05; Fig. 3B , inset) and the number of training sessions to reach asymptote were not significantly different (15.6 ± 1.2 in the current study and 25.9 ± 7.3 in the previous; t (16) =1.74, p > 0.10). As in the previous study (Bieszczad & Weinberger, 2010b) , the TOTE-Learning Index (TLI; Methods, Quantification of the TOTE Learning Index) was determined during a test session after the acquisition of the task (Fig. 1, " TOTE Test"). Thus, TLI values obtained for each animal were used with (EQ. 1) to estimate the amount of area gain after acquisition training (Fig.  3B, closed diamonds) .
Next, to infer the amount of cortical expansion of the 5.0 kHz signal frequency (±0.25 octaves) in A1, we compared the interpolated area value for the current group with the area for the same frequency range in naïve animals. The mean naïve representation of the signal frequency constitutes 7.7% (±1.6) of the tonotopic map in A1 (reported in Bieszczad & Weinberger, 2010b) . The mean estimated area of signal-representation for the current acquisition group was 12.1% (±3.2), which indicates a significant cortical expansion (t 18 = 3.58, p < 0.001) ( Fig. 3B ; see also Fig. 6A ). As training was sufficient to produce the expected expansion of area for the signal frequency (5.0 kHz), the next step was to determine the effects of subsequent extinction on these putative area gains.
Specificity of behavioral extinction
Standard investigations of behavioral extinction simply eliminate reinforcement. However, this is insufficient to also determine the frequency-specificity of extinction. Thus, we also included four novel frequencies (Fig. 1, "Extinction") . Therefore, extinction training consisted of unrewarded presentations of the signal tone (5.0 kHz) and four randomly intermixed flanking generalization test tones (1.2, 2.4, 10.3 and 21.2 kHz).
All subjects responded at least once to each tone frequency during the first extinction session, which enabled tracking of the magnitude of change in behavioral responses for different frequencies throughout the further two days of extinction training and also during the spontaneous recovery test. The number of responses across extinction sessions was greatest for the signal-frequency, with overall fewer responses to tone frequencies that were more distant from the signal, (F 4,98 = 5.97, p < 0.001; Fig. 4 ). Therefore the trained group showed evidence of specificity that the frequency of the signal-tone predicted the availability of reinforcement.
A value for the "signal-specificity of response in extinction" (SSRE), was used to quantify the signal-specificity of behavioral responses for each animal throughout extinction and spontaneous recovery. A greater degree and higher specificity of responses to the signal was indicated by greater SSRE values. Thus, greater SSRE indicated whether animals behaved as though the frequency of the signal had a greater strength of prediction for the availability of reinforcement than other frequencies. Fig. 5 provides examples of SSRE values for each of the three days of extinction training and also for the spontaneous recovery test. Individual patterns could be discerned. For example, on the first day of extinction, the strength of prediction could be greatest to the signal tone (Fig. 5B) or for a novel generalization test tone (Fig. 5A, 5C ). However, there was a common pattern across individuals for SSRE values to decline over the three days of extinction training, i.e., the SSRE values were lower on the last day of extinction than on the first. Next, during the spontaneous recovery test, this trend could reverse, i.e., the SSRE values could be greater in spontaneous recovery (Fig. 1 ., "Spontaneous Recovery") than on the last day of extinction. This general pattern was observed over a wide range of SSRE values, e.g., on extinction day 1 ranging from 0.9 (the signal's lower reinforcement prediction, Fig. 5C ) to 35.6 (the signal's higher reinforcement prediction, Fig. 5B ).
To investigate the relationship between the strength of final signal-specific extinction and cortical area required accounting for spontaneous recovery. This was quantified by calculating the change in SSRE values after the 2-day recovery period, relative to the change in SSRE values over the extinction phase of training (Methods, Spontaneous recovery and overall strength of extinction; Fig. 1 , "Spontaneous Recovery"). Thus, we determined "Final Strength of Extinction", defined as the amount of behavioral extinction to the signal, adjusted for spontaneous recovery. Given quantification of the strength of extinction, it was possible to determine the relationship of extinction strength to the magnitude of representational plasticity of area in A1 following extinction training. This was achieved by comparing individual magnitudes of change in the representational area of the signal-frequency in A1 with respective individual indices of extinction strength.
Extinction-induced effects on representation of frequency area in A1
To determine whether extinction had induced representational plasticity in A1, we compared tonotopic maps obtained after extinction with the estimated size of signal-area after acquisition (e.g., Fig. 3B ). If extinction had induced representational plasticity that was specific to the extinguished signal tone, then the previously established cortical expansion of the signal-frequency should be reduced to the naïve level. Indeed, in the group, extinction induced a reversal to the naïve level for the signal frequency band (F 1,19 = 1.36, p > 0.05) (Fig. 6A) . Signal-specific area was reduced from the interpolated group mean of 12.1% (±3.2) of signal-area in A1 after acquisition to 7.5% (±3.7) of signal-area in A1 after extinction.
In contrast to the loss of area gain for the signal frequency, there was no reduction in area of any of the generalization test frequencies: e.g., areas for characteristic frequencies (CF) ranging from 1.1 to 32.0 kHz were not significantly reduced (all F 1,19 ratios, p > 0.05) (Fig.  6A) . Indeed, the extinguished group did not differ from the naïve group in any frequencyband (CF Band × Group: F 9,199 = 1.52, p > 0.05). Together, these findings indicate that a reduction in frequency-area was specifically induced only for the frequency that had been previously associated with reward.
In most subjects (7/11), the signal frequency's percentage of the total area of A1 was not different from the naïve level of 7.7% (±1.6) (Z-score relative to mean of naïve group: z < 1.80, p > 0.05). However, in one animal, signal area was not reduced by extinction training, i.e., the estimated area gain was actually larger (1/11; z = 4.87, p < 0.05). In the remaining three subjects, signal-area of representation was remarkably reduced to significantly less than that of naïves (3/11; z > 1.98, p < 0.05).
Loss of cortical expansions is correlated with strength of extinction
Extinction training provides a method to explicate the meaning of "behavioral importance" for area expansion. In addition, the data provide some insight into the process of extinction itself. In particular, might area loss be a mechanism to help explain the strength of behavioral extinction? To address this issue, we compared the strength of extinction with the amount of area loss in A1 within subjects. To determine the amount of signal-area loss in each subject, the post-extinction mapped area was subtracted from the estimated area of gain (Fig. 3B) . In 10 of 11 subjects, extinction training produced an estimated specific decrease in the signal's representation (Table 2) . Importantly, the loss in area was likely due to an active process of extinction and not merely a passive dissipation of areagains over time. If area losses had occurred simply with the passage of time and independently of extinction training, then the signal-specific behavior four days after the last acquisition session, i.e., during the spontaneous recovery session, might correlate with the specific loss in A1 area. However, this was not the case; the signal-specific response in extinction (SSRE) during the spontaneous recovery session was not significantly correlated with the amount of area loss (r = 0.26; p > 0.05). In contrast, the area loss was significantly correlated with the "Final Strength of Extinction", which takes into account the extinction behavior [EQ. 5]: the stronger the extinction, the greater the loss (r = 0.82, p < 0.01). This correlation was not driven by extreme values because elimination of either one or both of the lowest and highest values left the correlations still statistically significant (lowest point removed: r = 0.71, p < 0.01; highest point removed: r = 0.80, p < 0.01; both highest and lowest points removed: r = 0.68, p < 0.05) (Fig. 7) . In contrast to the signal-tone, there were no significant correlations for any of the generalization test frequencies (1.2 kHz: r = 0.64; 2.4 kHz: r = 0.24; 10.3 kHz: r = 0.29; and 21.2 kHz: r = 0.18; all p > 0.05). Therefore, the relationship between a frequency-specific cortical change and a frequencyspecific behavioral change holds only for the signal frequency that had previously acquired behavioral significance.
Discussion
Summary of the Findings
The goal of this study is to gain a better understanding of expanded representations of an acoustic signal in the primary auditory cortex during learning of an instrumental auditory task. Prior studies supported the hypothesis that specific representational cortical expansion is an increasing function of the behavioral importance of a signal tone. The present study sought to distinguish between two hypotheses to better explicate the meaning of "importance". Signal representation might expand because a sensory stimulus (a) predicts reinforcement (reward or punishment) or (b) predicts any behaviorally relevant state of affairs, regardless of whether it is a reinforcement or the withdrawal of an expected reinforcement. These alternatives were tested by the use of experimental extinction. If expanded representations predict reinforcement, then they should be reversed by extinction. However, if they indicate any important event, then extinction should not eliminate cortical expansions because the absence of expected reward itself is a behaviorally significant event.
Use of extinction training after acquisition of an auditory-cued task revealed no significant group difference in the area of representation of the signal frequency between the trained group and a naïve control group (Fig. 6A) . This finding indicates a reversal of prior acquisition-based area gain, dependent upon the validity of estimates of such gains. As such, this result supports the "reinforcement prediction" hypothesis of expanded representation rather than the "significant change" account.
Additionally, the results are informative about the processes of extinction itself, based on three further findings. First, the loss of area in A1 was specific to the frequency of the signal (±0.25 octaves); generalization test tones suffered no loss of area. Second, the behavioral strength of extinction was significantly correlated with the amount of signal-specific loss of estimated prior gain in cortical area: the stronger the extinction, the more the area was reduced (Fig. 7) . (This relationship extended even to the area gain of one animal (Table 2, Amb15; Fig. 7, point "a") .) Third, extinction could have greater effects than reversing acquisition-based area gains: three animals had signal representational areas that were significantly smaller than naïves (Table 2, Amb16, 18 & 19) .
Validity of the Findings
Before further consideration of the findings and their potential significance, it is necessary to consider their validity. There are three major issues: (a) the use of estimated areas after acquisition, (b) the use of tonotopic maps and (c) determination of the strength of extinction.
Estimated Areas of Representational Gain-Current technology does not permit repeated within-subject comprehensive and fine-grain mapping of cortical representations of acoustic frequency in the auditory cortex. While optical and other alternatives to extensive sampling using acute (terminal) microelectrode recording have been attempted, they have yielded insufficiently precise mapping information because of the inability to obtain complete intensity (including threshold level) information and poor spatial (characteristic frequency) resolution (e.g., Tsytsarev et al., 2004) . Therefore, while it was essential to obtain maps after extinction training to study its effects, it was impossible to obtain maps after acquisition in the same subjects. Rather, it was necessary to estimate the degree of signal-specific expansion of area following acquisition. The relationship between behavior and area gain had been determined previously (Bieszczad & Weinberger, 2010b) (Fig. 2) , and so was used in the present to obtain by interpolation the estimated area of signal (5.0 kHz ± 0.25 octaves) representation in each subject (Fig. 3B) . The validity of the present findings of extinction-based reduction of acquisition-based expansion depends critically upon the estimated gain in area following acquisition.
There may be some arguments for rejecting estimates of area based on prior findings. It might be that given the complexity of the training protocol, plus individual animal variability, the prior study (Bieszczad & Weinberger, 2010b ) and the current experiment are too different to use data from the first to estimate area gains in the second. However, the protocols were identical and they produced the same acquisition functions (Fig. 3B) . A related concern may be that one cannot conclude there was a change in area unless direct measures are obtained before and after extinction within the same animal. While such before/after measures are desirable, within-subjects comparisons are often not possible and between-groups designs also are valid. The latter include comparisons between past and present findings, the basis for cumulative knowledge. Unusual is that the prior acquisition study, which is the basis for the current experiment, provides a quantitative, rather than qualitative, relationship between brain and behavior in a learning/memory context. As such quantitative relationships become more frequent, their acceptance is likely to grow as in other domains of science.
A cursory consideration of the findings might suggest that as the training group did not differ from the naïve group in representational area of the signal frequency (or any other frequency), then it is valid to conclude that "nothing happened", i.e. there had not been any acquisition-based signal-specific expansion and subsequent extinction-based reversal of the area gains. This position would deny that two groups (Bieszczad & Weinberger, 2010b and the current group) that were trained identically, using the same protocol that is known to promote specific expansions, and that exhibited the same acquisition functions, indeed had completely different outcomes: area gain in the former and no area gain in the latter. While such a position would contravene much of cumulative science, it cannot be discounted. A related issue might be that while acquisition training produced area gains, they passively dissipated after the termination of such training. However, there is other evidence of expansion and extinction-induced reversal in the present findings. The behavioral strength of extinction was significantly correlated with the amount of signal-specific loss of estimated prior gain in cortical area. Furthermore, this relationship was dependent upon signal-specific behavior during extinction training [Methods, EQ. 5]. Therefore, the significant relationship between reversal of area gain and the final strength of extinction cannot be explained by the position that there was neither gain nor an extinction-induced loss of representational area. In summary, the major finding is support for the "reinforcement prediction" hypothesis, rather than the "significant change" hypothesis.
Maps of Frequency
Representation-Initial studies of learning-related frequency representations determined modifications of tuning by obtaining receptive fields (RF) at the training intensity (e.g., 70 dB) (Diamond & Weinberger, 1986; Bakin & Weinberger, 1990; Gao & Suga, 1998; Kisley & Gerstein, 2001; Blake et al., 2002) . Cells generally increased their discharges to the training frequency relative to other frequencies, often producing a shift in tuning toward or to the signal tone. Signal-specific increased rate of discharge indicated that the brain may make use of a rate code to index sounds that become behaviorally salient. Gain in representational area was considered a possible complementary mode of encoding stimulus significance because the recruitment of more cells to a signal frequency would increase its influence, even in the absence of actual changes in their rate of discharge. Evidence for such a "spatial code" of stimulus importance was forthcoming (Rutkowski & Weinberger, 2005) . Inquiry into such spatial modifications of frequency representation in A1 requires analysis of its tonotopic map.
This study combines a standard approach in auditory neurophysiology (i.e., tonotopic mapping) with a normative task in learning and memory (i.e., appetitive instrumental conditioning). Unfamiliarity with the former might put in question the utility of tonotopic maps to investigate learning-related plasticity in the brain. For example, it has been argued that such maps are arbitrary because they depend upon the sampling density of recordings as well as the areas of auditory cortex from which recordings are obtained.
However, tonotopic maps are not arbitrary. First, primary auditory cortex has an accepted physiological definition that requires neurons to respond at short latency to pure tones, with lower thresholds than for noise stimuli, and have a systematic arrangement of increasing CF across the cortical surface (e.g., Rutkowski et al., 2003; Polley et al., 2007) . Thus, mapping determines the boundaries of A1 by these physiological criteria. Second, all mapping methods, including the density of recording from about 6-8 sites within a square millimeter of cortex (i.e., electrode placements 250-500 μm apart), were identical for all subjects regardless of group treatment.
Even so, the use of maps might seem problematic because they represent cellular responses at threshold, while training stimuli are well above threshold. However, frequency representation is most specific at threshold where maps of characteristic frequency have revealed that A1 has a tonotopic organization (Merzenich & Brugge, 1973; . The underlying frequency organization is not manifest at high stimulus levels because response bandwidth rapidly increases with increasing sound level and the spatial extent of cortical activation to a pure tone can be extensive (Schreiner, 1998) .
Numerous prior studies of A1 plasticity to signal stimuli during training trials have reported increased responses to acoustic signals in A1 (reviewed in Weinberger & Diamond, 1987) but could not provide information about the degree of specificity of effects as they predated the use of multiple test frequencies (but see Ohl & Scheich, 1996 . Studies of frequency receptive fields in A1 at high training stimulus levels have consistently reported signal-specific response facilitation (Bakin & Weinberger, 1990; Edeline et al., 1993; Gao & Suga, 1998 , 2000 Ji et al., 2001; Kisley & Gerstein, 2001; Blake et al., 2002; Fritz et al., 2003 Fritz et al., , 2005 . However, they could not provide information on representational area as they did not include determination of threshold. Synthesis will ultimately be needed of findings from studies of responses during training trials, receptive fields and representational maps. The current study provides needed information on the latter.
Determination of the Strength of Extinction-Determination of the strength of extinction differed from and was more complex than standard approaches to extinction. Thus, it might be argued that the current approach is arbitrary. For example, usual measures of extinction may be limited to the reduced number of behavioral responses during an extinction session (Skinner, 1938; Williams, 1938) . However, such measures would have been inadequate for the goals of this study, which also had to (a) determine the frequencyspecificity of extinction, and (b) obtain post-extinction maps of the frequency organization of the primary auditory cortex. Given the complexity and novelty of the current approach, its rationale is summarized below.
The extinction/spontaneous recovery experimental design was dictated by both of these requirements. While the strength of extinction can be measured by the number of barpresses performed during a session in which reward has been withdrawn, specificity required presentation of probe frequencies as well as the signal tone. This could determine the specificity of responses to the signal tone (EQ. 3), to ultimately yield an individual's value for signal-specific response in extinction (SSRE) (EQ. 4).
Furthermore, extinction is subject to spontaneous recovery. Indeed, despite a change from 100% to 0% reward and three days of extinction training, many animals still exhibited behavioral responses to tones in partial or full recovery. (Achieving maximum effects probably will require training of extinction to asymptote in future studies.) Thus, quantification of effective "Final Strength of Extinction" required a correction for the amount of spontaneous recovery (Methods, (EQ. 5). By these methods, the extinction strength to the signal-frequency was revealed to significantly correlate with the magnitude of change (loss) in area between the estimated amount of gain after acquisition training and the measured amount of representational area for the signal tone following extinction/ spontaneous recovery (r = 0.82, p < 0.01) (Fig. 6) .
Relevance for the Neural Bases of Extinction and Related Processes
We consider here three findings relevant to understanding the processes of the neural bases of experimental extinction and related processes: (a) specificity to the signal frequency, (b) correlation of extinction strength to area loss, (c) reduction of area below a naïve level.
Specificity to the signal frequency-The estimated extinction-based reduction of representational area in A1 occurred only for the signal frequency. The four generalization test tones, each presented on as many extinction trials as the signal tone, suffered no loss of area. Thus, reduction of representational area is not due simply to the presentation of nonreinforced stimuli, but rather is confined to stimuli that had previously been reinforced.
A possible mechanism for the specific reduction in area might be a mismatch between the predicted (i.e., expected) and actual reinforcement (i.e., outcome) of a signal-stimulus event (Pedreira et al., 2004) . While processes for expectation/outcome violation have been shown to especially depend on activity in the midbrain dopamine areas, e.g., ventral tegmental area (VTA) (Schultz, 2001; Zellner & Ranaldi, 2010) and basal ganglia (Schultz et al., 2000; Lauwereyns et al., 2002) , it appears that the area of stimulus representation in primary auditory cortex also lies within this domain. In line with this hypothesis, primary auditory cortical cells do exhibit activity related to reward expectancy and also to the discrepancy between the expected and actual reward outcome, for example, in monkeys performing an acoustic categorization task . These responses are likely linked to activity of the orbital, prefrontal and infralimbic cortices which are sensitive to expected reward value and "surprise" operationally defined as prediction error (Watanabe, 1990; Rolls, 2000; Gottfried et al., 2003; Kringelbach, 2005) . Indeed, such "top down" influences on the primary auditory cortex are known (Polley et al., 2006; Fritz et al., 2010) . Prefrontal cortical stimulation can even induce plasticity in the auditory cortex (Yang et al., 2007) . In addition, studies of the extinction of tone-conditioned fear have shown that increased toneinduced activity in the infralimbic cortices during tone-extinction predicts stronger extinction memory (Milad & Quirk, 2002; Thompson et al., 2010) . This evidence permits control of the strength of extinction by the modification of signal representation in A1 via a frontal cortical influence. Such prefrontal modulation of A1 may depend on its activation of the cholinergic basal forebrain (Rasmusson et al., 2007) , especially by the modulation of muscarinic cholinergic action through the nucleus basalis (Metherate & Weinberger, 1990; Kilgard & Merzenich, 1998; Dimyan & Weinberger, 1999; Weinberger et al., 2006) . The potential role of the cholinergic system in extinction-based reversal of area gain in A1 remains to be investigated.
Correlation of extinction strength to area loss-The loss of area was correlated with the strength of extinction: the greater the loss, the stronger the extinction (Fig. 7) . Prior studies of extinction apparently have not investigated the relationship between extinction strength and neurophysiological plasticity. However, the current findings are generally concordant with previous reports of reversal of cortical plasticity due to extinction. Thus, early studies of the electroencephalogram (EEG) during classical conditioning found that as conditioned stimuli became behaviorally important, i.e., reflected new associations, they began to elicit sensory (and other) cortical activation, which was reversed by extinction training (reviewed in Morrell, 1961) . Such extinction-based reversal has also been found for acquisition-induced increased amplitude of signal-evoked potentials in the cat (Galambos et al., 1956 ) and for signal-enhanced unit discharges in the rat (Disterhoft & Stuart, 1976) . More recently, signal-specific receptive field tuning changes in A1 have been found in secondary and ventral-ectosylvian auditory fields in the cat during acquisition and this RF plasticity is reversed during extinction (Diamond & Weinberger, 1986) . Consistent with the involvement of the auditory cortex in extinction, Teich et al. (1989) reported in the rabbit and Song et al. (2010) in the rat, that lesions of the auditory cortex prevented extinction in discriminative auditory training. The present study now extends extinction-induced reversal of acquisition-based effects to increased representational area.
Increases and decreases of the size of representational area itself may have considerable behavioral and physiological sequelae. For example, the same cells that participate in encoding behavioral significance in memory are likely also to be active in working memory tasks (Sakurai, 1994) . Thus, memory-induced gains would seem to increase the probability that cells tuned to important sounds would be engaged by stimuli in an ongoing task, including in noisy situations or during "off-modality" attention when auditory cortical resources might be reduced. Additionally, when a stimulus has gained neuronal resources, it should have stronger downstream effects because a greater number of responsive cells should engage more targets and become involved in more neural networks. Among the many possible effects might be that a stimulus that commands more cells would have an advantage in winner-take-all systems. Some of these could control decisions regarding which of competing behavioral potentials would be realized at any moment (Pennartz et al., 2009; Köver & Bao, 2010) . Thus the size of representational area of a sound might give that stimulus critical access to motor planning and motor execution circuits.
On the other hand, when neural processes reduce a signal's representation, it probably loses its prior advantages, at least in the absence of spontaneous recovery. Additionally, its associativity might likewise diminish. Learning for that stimulus could be retarded as it becomes less able to command attention and maintain broad connections within various networks. This formulation provides a plausible mechanism in part for the retardation of subsequent acquisition by prior stimulus pre-exposure (i.e., "latent inhibition": Lubow & Moore, 1959 ; of neural responses in A1: Westenberg & Weinberger, 1976; Condon & Weinberger, 1991) . Also, reduced representational area might account for reduced levels of associativity consequent to conditioned inhibition as well as extinction (Rescorla, 2002) , by diminishing the availability of specific "nodes", i.e., specific cortical stimulus representations, to become incorporated into a network of associations with conditioned reinforcers (Wagner, 1981; Brandon et al., 2003) . Indeed, area of representation is related to strength of specific memory: the greater the area of signal-specific expansion in A1, the greater the resistance to extinction, i.e., the stronger the memory for that sound (Bieszczad & Weinberger, 2010c) . Such a substrate might help explain both the intrusiveness and strength of traumatic memories, as in post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD). If such memories incorporate more neurons, then not only will they be more difficult to forget, but the increased number of involved cells is more likely to activate underlying memory networks during spontaneous activity or a related experience that would be sub-threshold for the non-sufferers.
Overall, as the magnitude of signal-specific representational gain in the tonotopic map of A1 may promote the strength of specific excitatory auditory associations, so may the magnitude of areal loss promote the strength of specific inhibitory associations. In effect, specific gains and losses in representational area within primary sensory cortex could appropriately link specific important events to cognition and action. Reduction of area below naïve level-Three subjects suffered reversal of signalspecific estimated areas gains to below the naïve level. This extra reduction of representational area suggests a mechanism for "below zero" extinction. Pavlov (1927) discovered that continued presentation of a signal without reinforcement after the signal no longer elicited any behavioral responses during extinction produced additional inhibitory learning, which could be revealed by retardation of subsequent new excitatory conditioning.
Perhaps behavioral sub-zero extinction develops due to continued loss of the area of signal representation below the naïve level, when extinction training continues after the absence of behavioral responses. Such a reduction of representational area might account, at least in part, for the impaired ability of the "over-extinguished" stimulus to enter into new excitatory associations. This hypothesis is based on the finding that the size of signal representational area seems to be related to behavioral significance by its value for reinforcement prediction. Thus, stimulus under-representation in cortical area may impair new excitatory associations because more training would be required to increase signal-specific area above the naïve level, to thereby encode reinforcement prediction. More generally, the initial sizes of representational areas of sensory stimuli might affect their associativity. Not only might excessively small areas contribute to retardation of learning, but also areas larger than naïve might promote new associations and perhaps help explain positive transfer effects.
Future Directions
For the learning task at hand, the findings support the "reinforcement prediction" hypothesis of expanded representation of a signal stimulus in the primary auditory cortex. It is noteworthy that consideration of such a cognitive function involves early sensory cortex, which had traditionally been assigned the function of analysis of stimulus parameters. A rapidly growing body of findings has required a broadened conceptualization of the functions of A1, and likely other primary sensory cortices, in both the fields of sensory physiology and learning/memory (reviewed in Scheich et al., 2011; Weinberger, 2011) .
Future investigations need to fully determine the long-term temporal dynamics of learningrelated changes in sensory cortical representational area, as well as of other physiological indices of associative processes. Thus, it has long been known that neurophysiological correlates undergo various changes with stages of learning. After having developed during early stages of learning, they may weaken or even disappear after continued training, particularly when it continues for many days after achieving asymptotic performance, i.e., during over-training. This "waning" of associative plasticity has been known since the start of electrophysiological studies. For example, early research on the electroencephalogram (EEG) found that conditioned stimuli (CS) elicited widespread cortical activation as animals learned, but continued training produced a "shrinkage" of involved cortical fields (Morrell & Jasper, 1956) . Direct study of changes in learning-induced cortical excitability, determined by electrical stimulation of the cortex, obtained the same pattern of results (Kogan, 1960) . Such dynamics may reflect an initial necessary recruitment of more neurons to the signal stimulus followed by increased neural efficiency with continued training, transfer of behavioral control to other brain regions, re-coding of plasticity to an as yet undetected form at the initial site, or a combination of such processes. Recent studies in the motor (MolinaLuna et al., 2008) , somatosensory (Siucinska & Kossut, 1996) and auditory (Reed et al., 2011) cortices have extended "waning" of neurophysiological correlates to representational plasticity. Given such findings, it is important for future studies to determine the complete temporal dynamics of map expansions and contractions, including the effects of extinction training and other inhibitory associations.
Related to this issue is the need for reductionistic studies of mechanisms underlying both acquisition-based expansion and extinction-based reduction of representational area. While evidence for involvement of the cholinergic system has been mentioned, other neuromodulators are likely to be involved; in particular, dopamine (Schicknick et al., 2008) and nor-epinephrine (Manunta & Edeline, 2004) have been identified as modulators of the auditory cortical during learning, memory and various tasks.
Conclusion
The current and related findings also indicate close relationships between the magnitude of representational area on the one hand and reinforcement prediction, associativity and memory strength on the other. The present clarification of behavioral importance as linked to reinforcement prediction is a beginning of explication, but further dissections of behavior and related neural plasticity are needed. Until a full "catalog" of the factors and forms of sensory cortical plasticity is achieved, it will be difficult, if not impossible to formulate a comprehensive model of the overall role of primary sensory cortex. Part of this process requires determination of the circumstances in which representational plasticity does not form, despite the acquisition and maintenance of discrimination and learning performance (e.g., Brown et al., 2004 ; see also Recanzone et al., 1993) . There is accumulating evidence that how a task is solved can be critical for the development of associative plasticity in A1 (Berlau & Weinberger, 2008; Bieszczad & Weinberger, 2010a , 2010b . Thus, animals may solve some auditory problems without depending upon plasticity in the primary auditory cortex, yet may rely upon A1 plasticity at other times or circumstances. Therefore, it will be necessary to keep in mind all factors in order to adequately understand how sensory cortices sub-serve both their sensory-analytic and their cognitive functions. Experimental protocols and timeline. There were two behavioral training phases, "Acquisition" and "Extinction", followed by electrophysiological recording mapping from A1. Acquisition. Rats were trained to bar-press (B) to a 5.0 kHz signal tone (T) for a water reward (R). At least one rewarded bar-press during the tone allowed an additional rewarded bar-press during a "Free" period up to 7 s immediately after the tone ended. The first barpress after the reward period generated a time-out error-period signaled by a flashing light (E). All other erroneous responses during the silent inter-trial intervals generated an error time-out period 50% of the time. TOTE Test. Rats were tested without Free periods to determine the degree to which they exhibit such a pattern of response in which bar-presses are made beginning at tone onset and continue until the delivery of the first error. This pattern (as shown) reveals use of a learning-strategy called TOTE ("tone-onset-to-error"). The use of TOTE is quantified by a TOTE learning index (TLI) which is used to predict the amount of frequency-specific area gain in A1 (see Fig. 2 ). Extinction. Typical extinction trials present only a single signal-frequency without reinforcement. Here, we expanded extinction training to include trials that presented non-signal frequencies called "generalization-test" tones. This could reveal the frequency-specificity of extinction by comparison of the decrement in bar-pressing to the signal-tone vs. non-signal probe tone frequencies. Spontaneous recovery. The amount of recovery of bar-press responses to tones was tested 2 days after extinction to assess the strength of extinction. This session was identical to that of extinction training. Electrophysiology. Frequency areas of representation were determined by microelectrode mapping procedures once, at the end of all training. Top right, bar indicates the scale for a 5 s time period in the illustration. Right column references equation indices provided in Methods that used data from the indicated part of the experiment. Relationship between the acquisition of a tone-reward association and area of representation of the signal frequency in A1. A significant linear relationship between behavior and brain has been previously established for the tone-reward instrumental task used in this study (equation indicated in figure; [EQ. 1]). The predictive behavior is the degree to which animals solve the task by use of a "tone-onset-to-error" (TOTE) strategy, viz., bar-pressing from onset of a 10 s tone until receiving an error signal (cued by a flashing light during a time-out error-period) for responding in silence after tone offset. The quantification of the degree of use of the TOTE strategy by the TOTE Learning Index (TLI; see Methods, "TOTE Learning Index") (x-axis), predicts the percent of A1 area representation of the 5.0 kHz signal frequency (within a ±0.25 octave band) (y-axis). The more use of the TOTE learning strategy (i.e., and the higher the TLI), the larger the area in A1. Reproduced from Fig. 7 , Bieszczad & Weinberger (2010b) . Performance and cortical gains in acquisition. (A) Animals learned to bar-press to tones for rewards to a stable level of performance within 17 days of training. Dashed line indicates transition in difficulty from a protocol with short inter-trial-intervals (first four days = 4-12 s, random schedule), to long inter-trial interval durations (5-25 s, random schedule) (Methods, "Acquisition"). (B) Cortical map data from animals trained identically in a prior study (Bieszczad and Weinberger 2010b) were used to estimate the gains in representational area in the current study. The learning curves for the current group and the previous group were the same (inset). Bieszczad and Weinberger (2010b) found a performance correlate (TLI, x-axis) of signal-specific area gain in A1 (y-axis, amount of A1 area for the 5.0 kHz signal frequency ± 0.25 octave) (open circles, n = 7; as in Fig. 2) . Here, the established linear relationship was used to estimate the magnitude of signal-specific increase in Magnitudes of signal-specific response during extinction and spontaneous recovery. The signal (5.0 kHz) and four novel non-signal tone frequencies were presented during extinction and spontaneous recovery sessions. Signal-specific responses in extinction ("SSRE") values reveal the amount of decrement in signal-specific behavioral responses in extinction (see Methods, "Extinction"). Three examples are illustrated. (a) On the 1 st and 3 rd extinction days, peak responses were at the flanking high frequency while they were at the signal frequency on day 2 and during the test for spontaneous recovery. (b) Peak responses were at the signal frequency throughout extinction training and spontaneous recovery. (c) Peak responses were at the flanking higher frequency on Day 1 of extinction. Although the peak was at the signal frequency on Day 2, the frequency response profile was still broad, as it was to a lesser extent during spontaneous recovery. The range of SSRE values in these Representation of frequency in A1 following all training. (A) The amount of characteristic frequency (CF) representational area for the signal frequency after extinction was determined relative to the total size of A1 (y-axis, % of total). CF distributions in half-octave bands (centered at the 5.0 kHz signal frequency) revealed a significant difference in the interpolated A1 representation for the signal frequency (5.0 kHz ± 0.25 octaves) from 7.7% (±1.6 s.e.m.) in naives to 12.5% (±3.4 s.e.m.) in trained subjects after acquisition (filled circle; t 18 = 3.58, *p < 0.001). However, extinction reduced the signal area from 12.1% ± 3.2 to 7.5% (±3.7 s.e.m.) (filled symbols). In contrast, the areas of non-signal frequencies were not significantly reduced (all F 1,20 ratios, p > 0.05). (B) A1 maps of trained subjects that varied in the amount of cortical representation of the signal frequency. Examples show that subjects could have signal areas that were not significantly different in size from naïve (e.g., 7.7%), or with significantly more area (e.g., 10.6%) or less signal area (e.g., 2.2%) than naïve. Thus, the effects of extinction on the representation of frequency in A1 could differ between subjects. Behavioral extinction is significantly related to the magnitude of area reduction in A1. There was a significant relationship between the estimated area of change (mainly loss) of signalspecific representational area in A1 and the strength of behavioral extinction: the greater the reduction in signal area, the stronger the extinction. Best fit regression was curvilinear: y = −1.37x 2 + 35.17x − 121.94 (r = 0.82, p < 0.01; n = 11). The x-axis shows the magnitude of reversal in the signal-specific area estimated to have been gained in A1 for the signalfrequency (in a half-octave band centered at the signal-frequency). Larger positive values along the x-axis indicate greater reductions in signal area with extinction. Larger negative values indicate lesser reductions. The magnitudes of individual extinction-induced area loss were calculated as the difference between the estimated gain in area due to acquisition (Fig.  3B ) and the signal-specific area determined electrophysiologically after extinction (Fig. 6) . The y-axis shows the strength of extinction for the signal tone (5.0 kHz) as the percentage of the total decrement of behavioral responses during the three days of extinction that recovered two days later during the spontaneous recovery test. The significant relationship between signal area and memory strength is curvilinear likely because the amount of possible loss in A1 area reaches a floor because the amount of signal-specific representational area cannot decrease to a negative value. Annotated diamonds (a, b and c) reference individual animals shown in Fig. 5A , 5B and 5C in extinction and spontaneous recovery, respectively.
